Watching the back cast can help when learning to haul.

Battling
the
Wind

Now that we have
a good grasp of
Newtonian
fly-casting, we’re
almost ready to
tackle the howling
gale threatening
to blow the
dunny door in.

Photographs by Brad Harris

Carl McNeil concludes his series
on the casts that catch fish.

I

n another life, Sir Isaac Newton
would have made an exceptional distance caster and formidable
opponent with a shooting head.
Fundamental physics tells us a huge
amount about fly casting. Newton’s
three laws of motion are of particular
interest. He gave a lot of thought to
exactly what is going on when we
accelerate a fly line—he even came
up with a formula for casting into
the wind.
Physicists know Newton’s casting
formula as the principle of inertia:
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F=ma. Fly casters know it as the
double haul. Many anglers regard the
double haul as solely a technique for
distance casting and disregard the
importance of learning it. This is a
misguided view. The main benefit
of the double haul is that it directly
increases line speed, and this is where
the magic happens. As a consequence
it also does some voodoo to the path
that your rod tip needs to travel in
order to create a given loop.
Without a haul, a fly line cannot
travel at a velocity greater than the

rod tip that propelled it. However, if a
haul is added, a fly line will travel at
the speed of the rod tip plus the speed
of the haul, and it’s this increased line
speed that does all sorts of wonderful
things. If your eyes glaze over at the
merest mention of algebra, this simply
means that for a given mass, the faster
a body is travelling the less it wants to
stop or change direction. This is good
news when casting into the wind,
for although you can’t change the
intrinsic properties of a fly line (i.e. its
mass), you can make it go faster, and a

Think of it this way. Which would
travel further if hurled into the face
of a howling nor’wester, a roll of toilet paper or a bottle of whisky? Both
have fairly similar diameters, but one
has far greater mass, even when empty
—which I would also encourage.
The point of all this is, if you’re
going to have any chance of beating the wind you need to be able to
double haul. Learning to double haul
is the skill that most anglers find the
most challenging, and is beyond the
scope of this article. You really do
need to learn ‘hands on’ and if it’s
not already a skill in your repertoire, I
strongly suggest you seek out a good
fly casting instructor and make a point
of learning it.
Now that we have a good grasp of
Newtonian fly-casting, we’re almost
ready to tackle the howling gale threatening to blow the dunny door in. All
we need now are a few practical techniques and a couple of pointers.
DEALING WITH THE WIND,
NEWTONIAN STYLE
It is now clear that we have to get
maximum line speed by double hauling, and we can also make some
adjustments in the tackle department. Newton, being a smart-ass,
would go for a sinking line. What
causes a sinking line to sink is the
fact that it is comparatively more
dense for its diameter, there’s more
material packed in more tightly if you
like. A sinking line probably wouldn’t
be your choice if you were dry fly
fishing, but at least you know if things
get really bad there is a course of
action.

You could also go for a faster and/
or stiffer rod. These two terms being
often misused.
The speed of a rod describes its
taper and where on the blank it primarily bends. Stiffness talks about,
well, stiffness—that is, its resistance to
bending and how fast it recovers from
being bent. The measurement is ‘modulus of elasticity’, or modulus for short.
If you haven’t already, you’ll hear a lot
of marketing burble about this.
In the hands of most reasonable
casters a fast stiff rod will produce
higher line speed. But wait! Before
you rush out and buy a super fast rod
you also need to be aware of their
weaknesses, and there are many. Fast
rods are more difficult to load and
cast on a short line, tend to be less
forgiving, require a more rapid casting stoke, are harder on the caster,
are more difficult to fish with, and
tend towards being more brittle than
moderate to slow rods. I am not a proponent of fast fly rods for most fishing
situations. Save your pay-packet and
get a casting lesson instead. A good fly
caster can cast any fly rod well.
Other tackle adjustments you can
make to cope with the wind include
shortening your leader and tippet. A
short leader will turn over better in
the wind. Long, fine tippets are seldom necessary on a choppy day and
impossible to cast with any accuracy.
Go for slimmer, heavier flies—Newton
again. Big, light, air-resistant flies are a
nightmare in the wind. If you can, go
for a fly with a low profile while still
presenting the image that you want.
Gear aside, there are a few casts
that take many of these principles

fast travelling fly line does a better job
of cutting through the wind.
You can of course up-line your rod
(with a heavier line) as well, which
is what I’d also recommend. Greater
mass and more speed mean that we
now have two of Mr Newton’s variables working in our favour.
And while we’re on the subject of
under-lining and over-lining rods we
can dispel a common fly-casting myth.
There is a school of thought that suggests that on a windy day you should
go down a line size, the logic being (I
presume) that a smaller fly line presents less resistance to the wind. Mr
Newton has a lot to say about this, his
main point being that it is a load of
old bollocks.
Carl’s hauling hand is fully extended on the forward stroke.
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With the wind from behind, your back cast needs to be low but your forward cast can be aimed high.

Battling the Wind

. . . continued

Canting the rod away from the wind will help keep the fly out of harm’s way.

and put them to good use, and they
are surprisingly simple. One of the
main considerations when battling
the wind is safety. The last thing you
want is a fly embedded in any part
of your person. And it’s not always
the pointy end that does the damage.
We’ve all seen, or had direct experience with the projectile properties of
a heavily weighted fly connecting with

your scalp, back or posterior. Newton
again: big heavy things going really
fast tend to hurt.
By far the best method to avoid
the pain and embarrassment is to put
plenty of space between you, your
mates and your fly. The way to always
ensure this happens is to place the fly
line on the downwind side of your
body when casting.

And always, always, wear glasses.
And a big goofy hat. It’s expected.
ON SHOULDER WIND
If the wind is coming at you from the
side that you cast on (on shoulder)
you have a couple of options. A moderate breeze can be tackled by sidearm casting with the rod held close to
horizontal and pointing into the direction of the wind. If it’s not too windy,
this should suffice, as the fly line will
be an arm and a rod length away from
your body. As the wind increases,
your only safe bet is to place the fly
and line downwind and right out of
harm’s way. Simply cant the rod tip
over your head above your opposite, down-wind shoulder. The more
it blows, the further the fly line and
business end of the fly will be carried
away from you. Give some thought to
who might be down wind, particularly
if you’re fishing from a boat.
As the wind gets up, another good
option is to simply turn around and
face the opposite direction. Your casting arm and fly will now be down wind,
and your back cast will become your
delivery cast. This is a very powerful
cast and is particularly good for casting weight in windy conditions, either

Tight loops are a direct result of the path the rod tip travels during the
casting stroke and include what happens at and after you stop the rod.
on the shore or from a boat. Most saltwater anglers have this one down pat,
and it’s also the most efficient way to
quickly fire a fly out behind you. When
I think of this cast, I always think of
Peter Morse—he’s a gun at this.
HEAD WIND
The object of the exercise here is
to simply get the fly line and fly on
the water as quickly as possible. The
higher the forward line trajectory and
longer the line, the more flight time
or ‘hang time’ the wind has to wreak
havoc with your cast and blow the fly
back in your face. You need to angle
your forward cast down, make an
efficient loop, and fire it out as fast as
possible.
The three L’s best sum this up: line
speed, loop size, line plane.
Line speed. Go with Mr Newton and
get that line moving as quickly as possible. Haul baby haul.
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Aim the cast low and keep your loops tight when pushing into the wind.

Loop size and shape. There’s an
entire book in this, but the guts of it is
this: tight pointy loops are more aerodynamically efficient than large wide
loops. Tight loops are a direct result
of the path the rod tip travels during
the casting stroke and include what
happens at and after you stop the rod.
Straight line path, efficient stop, don’t
drop the rod tip. Tight loop. Easy.
Line plane. Potentially a few chapters in here as well. You need to angle
your forward casting plane down and
at the water, and to do this AND create a narrow loop you need a high
back cast. Let’s do away with another
casting myth while we’re here. The
point of a low-angled forward cast
is not to cast under the wind. If
there was no wind down there, there
wouldn’t be any white caps on the
water now would there? The point of
the low forward cast is just to get the
line on the water as soon as possible.

A low forward cast has much less
distance to travel before it settles. If
you are a pilot of any sort and are in
doubt, just believe me; we can debate
the negligible influence of ground
effect another time.
WIND FROM BEHIND
Take everything we’ve just been over
for casting into a head wind and
reverse it. Literally. But you’ll still
need to haul…
You now need a low back cast and a
high forward cast. Most of your hauling effort now goes into your back cast
in order to penetrate that tailwind and
straighten it all out. Your forward cast
can be large and open. That large open
loop that is so poor at penetrating a
head wind acts as a kite in tail wind.
An open loop combined with a high
forward cast will catch the wind and
carry a fly line and weighted fly a surprising distance in a good wind.
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The Oval cast keeps the fly moving, and away from the body.
It also helps avoid low obstacles behind.
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A roll cast (FL# 60) is also an effective cast in the wind for this same
reason.
OFF SHOULDER WIND
I’ve left this one to last as there’s really
little to say. The more it blows the safer
you get, but be careful to give consideration to your downwind mate.
NOT THE BELGIAN CAST
The last cast we’ll cover in this series
is the Oval cast, and I suppose it’s
actually less of a cast and more of a
false casting method.
The Oval cast is often incorrectly
referred to as the Belgian cast. This
method of casting was originally created and spread throughout Europe by
Hans Gebetsroither from Gmunden in
Austria—the Belgian cast is a different
beast altogether.
The Oval cast is a constant tension
cast, and by that we mean there are
no abrupt stops in order to change
direction between back and forward
casting strokes. Instead, the rod tip
is moved in an oval or elliptical path,
with the back cast rod position travelling low at around 45 degrees and
sweeping up and back behind the
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. . . continued

caster. The forward stroke is then
delivered overhead, closer to vertical.
When these two strokes are cycled
together the rod tip and line scribe
an elliptical, or oval path, (on its side)
and as a consequence the line and fly
remain under smooth, constant tension throughout the entire stroke.
The big benefit here is that the fly
never actually stops moving. This
avoids that flailing bounce at the end
of each stroke—particularly evident
with large weighted flies.
With the fly swinging out and away
from you on the backcast, and up and
over the top on the forward cast, the
Oval method is also fairly safe in a
moderate wind and is certainly an
excellent choice for casting weighty
flies, double fly rigs and split shot.
If you are casting from a low position, such as wading in deep water
or seated in a float tube, or have low
obstructions behind you, you’ll often
find that your fly has a tendency to
touchdown and tick the water or long
grass on each back cast. Part of the
problem is that your reduced elevation is causing the unrolling vertical loop to swing down and collect
whatever is in the rear. Again, this

problem is exaggerated when casting
heavy flies.
Because the Oval cast scribes a back
cast path that is more horizontal than
vertical, it follows that the rearward
unrolling loop also tends to swing out
sideways rather than drop down vertically, and it’s this motion that can be
employed to avoid obstacles behind
you. You’ll see many saltwater anglers
performing a similar action out of
necessity.
A related casting fault is very common in trout fishermen, however, they
tend to be exhibiting poor tracking
rather than executing an Oval cast.
The tendency here is to cast out of
plane in an oval style but still employ
a stop (of sorts) at the end of each
stroke. This action introduces unnecessary slack into the system and leads
to unwanted hook and curve casts. If
you find that your line hooks round to
the left or right when you deliver the
fly it’s a sure sign your tracking is out.
FL
More on this another time.
That’s it for the Casts that Catch Fish
series. Many thanks to Brad Harris for
his superb photography. It’s inspired
a DVD that covers all these casts and
more and is available direct from
FlyLife or your friendly neighbourhood
tackle store. www.flylife.com.au
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